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Supervisors Performing
Bargaining Unit Work

Attached is a copy of the "Opinion and Decision of Board of
Arbitration" for Arbitration Case No. 123. This case involved the use of
Construction Representatives for inspecting the work performed by outside
cont ractors.

Based upon the decision of the Arbitration Board, inspection work
formerly assigned to Bargaining Unit Classifications should continue to be
assigned to Bargaining Unit Classifications. Further discussions will hpheldwiththel.B~:~,L(.$eit:~:;;O/J &~,fJ
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"In 1952, the National Labor Relations Board
certified the Onion as the collective bargaining
representative of

"All employees in the physical or outside forces
of the Employer including (a) all outside field
employees and field clerks, workers employed ingenerating stations, substations, gas Rlants,
steam plants, and other shops and plants, clerks
in generating stations, salesmen, mappers,
inspectors, building service employees and work-
ing foremen1 (b) all employees in the outside
forces of the Gas Supply and Control Department,
including outside field employees, workers
employed in pumping stations, substations, gas
plants and other shops and plants, mappers,
inspectors, building service employees and
working foremen.

Section 2.1 [RECOGNITION] of the current collec-
tive bargaining agreement between the parties (Joint
Exhibit 1), proyides as follows:

"For the purpose of collective bargaining with
respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employ-
ment and other conditions of employment Company
recognizes Onion as the exclusive representative
of those employees for whom the National Labor
Relations Board certified Onion as such repre-
sentative in Case No. 20-RC-1454, but further
including clerks in the offices of electric
department foremen and technical clerks in steam
generation, and excluding system dispatchers,
assistant system dispatchers and rodman-chainman.



"Section 7.1 [MANAGEMENT OF COMPANY] of the
collective bargaining agreement provides as follows:

"The management of the Company and its busi-
ness and the direction of its working forces
are vested exclusively in Company, and this
includes, but is not limited to, the follow-
ing: to direct and supervise the work of its
employees, to hire, promote, demote, transfer,
suspend, and discipline or discharge employees
for just cause1 to'plan, direct, and controloperations1 to layoff employees because of
lack of work or for other legitimate reasonS1
to introduce new or improved methods or facili-
ties, provided, however, that-all of the fore-
going shall be subject to the 'provisions of
this Agreement, arbitration or Review Com-
mittee decisions, or letters of agreement,
or memorandums of understanding clarifying
or interpreting this Agreement.

"Section 7.2 [BARGAINING UNIT WORK BY SUPER-
VISORS] of the contract provides as follows:

"Supervisors and other employees shall not
perform work usually assigned to employees
in IBEW 1245 bargaining unit classification
except:

"(a) Such assignments are not to be
deliberately made for the purpose
of reducing the number of employees
performing work within the'bargaining
unit classification.

"(b) Historical assignments recognized by the
NLRB and those involving continued Com-
pany practices with respect to overlapping
duties of non-bargaining unit classifica-
tions are to be maintained unless other-
wise resolved by Company and Union.

"(c) Other than the above (a) and (b), such
work assignments should be limited to workperformed in: '



"(2) Training of employees and demon-
strating work methods.

"(3) Incidental assistance and de
minimis assignments. (Added
1-1-80)

classification entitled "Construction Representative" as
an exempt position from the Collective Bargaining Unit. The
work of the Construction Representative relates to construc-
tion and maintenance of the Company's distribution facilities

until 1983 was performed by IBEW members, either division or
general constru~tion Employees. The crew performing such work
was supervised and inspected by Working Foremen, also repre-
sented by the IBEW, either Electric Department Sub-foreman or
Gas Department Light Crew Foreman.

With reference to inspecting work performed by Contrac-

classifications--Electric Department Inspectors, and Fitters
or Light Crew Foremen in the Gas Department. ,



The company~ 'on July 25.,1983, announced its decision to
contract out certain of the distribution construction previ-
ously performed almost exclusively by bargaining unit work
forces.

Mr. Langley's policy revision, dated June 5, 1984,
pointed out that new division construction, reconstruction
and maintenance work would first be assigned to Division
operating forces to the extent that they are fully utilized,
then to available General Construction forces (both as in the
past), and then only would bids be solicited from outside con-
tractors to build the facilities in their entirety. According
to the Company, this latter point marks the major distinction
between past. and future work practices.

POSITION OF THE COMPANY:
The Company contends ,that the issue in this case is more

specific, namely, can the Company contract out distribution
work formerly performed by bargaining unit gas and electric
crews under the field supervision of bargaining unit Super-
visors and assign the field supervision of the contractor work
to non-bargaining unit Construction Representatives: that the
Union has chosen not to question this issue, namely the con-
tracting of,a portion of the distribution work formerly per-
formed exclusively by bargaining unit Employees rather than
restaff the construction forces with the laid-off Employees;



that replacing the exempt Construction Representative with
a bargaining unit Supervisor or Journeyman would fly in the..
face of the negotiated job definitions; that "apart from a

developer contract work are carefUlly confined to trench,
backfill and substructure conformance to Company engineer-
ing specifications. While they may recommend rejection of
the owner/developer construction, in th~ face of a dispute
the final say rests with the bargaining unit employee's exempt

,
supervisor." (Co. Br., p.l2); that the Construction Repre-
sentative has further defined responsibilities unique to a
managerial function as follows:

"This position is PGandE's field representative
for the installation of gas and electric utility
facilities by an applicant or by PGand E's con-
tractor. This person will assure that such
facility installations meet or exceed applicable
PGandE standards when the facilities become part.
of PGandE operating distribution system(s). This
includes the following:
"1. Coordination of construction activities

between the applicant/contractor and appro-
priate Division/District organizations.

"2. Documentation for as-built records, welder/
plastic joiner qualifications, welding/
fusing inspection, leaking testing records,
job progress reporting, contractual records,
and inspection charges due from the appli-
cant/contractor.

"3. Inspection of non-utility construction is
in accordance with established procedures to
verify that all work meets or exceeds the
requirements of applicable CPUC General
Orders and PGandE standards." (Co. Br.,
pp.14-l5)



.' ., ,

POSITION OF THE UNION:

ject of sUb-contracting7 that the Company's contention that
the duties of the Construction Representative are "managerial
duties" is work which PG&E crews formerly performed7 that bar-
gaining unit Foremen have historically supervised and inspec-
ted work performed by PG&E crews identical to the work now
performed by contractor crews; that bargaining unit Inspectors
have historically inspected work performed by contractors,
identical to the work now being performed by contractors work-
ing for PG&E; that the Company's motivation in creating the

the Construction Representative is expected to work more than
eight hours per day and on Saturday and is not paid overtime7
that since the Company contends the Construction Representa-
tive's posit.ion is exempt,' the contractual bidding and trans-

may be in avoiding overtime or having the flexibility to
appoint to the position, the bargaining table is the place

ferring bargaining unit duties outside the bargaining unit
on all jobs involving contractors performing distribution



construction work~ that the Company violated the Agreement
with the IBEW~ that the relief so~ght is that the status

of the Company with reference to its right to contract out the
distribution work formerly performed exclusively by bargaining
unit Employes. This issue is not included in the Submission
Agreement.

What must be considered in this case is whether the Con-
struction Representative duties and responsibilities include
the work of bargaining unit Inspectors or other bargaining

"The design and installation of electric and gas
distributing facilities is relatively standard
and is normally performed by prescribed rules andprocedures. An occasional need to interpret the
rules or permit a variance affords some opportun-
ity for original thinking."
Union Exhibit 5 further states:
"Ensure that gas and overhead and underground
electric distribution facilities installed by the
applicant or by PGandE's contractor are in accor-
dance with company specifications, Standard Draw-
ings, Standard Practices, T&D Bulletins and CPUC
General Orders."



.. .

The content:of the Construction Representative's position
is hereafter compared with bargaining unit Inspectors or other
bargaining unit Employees' work as to each of the following

responsibility of the Construction Representative to "approve
all of the invoices from the contractor;" He points out that
this duty is not mentioned in either the Construction Repre-
sentative's Inspection Manual (Co. Ex. 9) or the Construction
Representative position description (Un. Ex. 5).

exempt Construction Representative. Jim McCauley, as a bar-
gaining unit.Light Crew Foreman, had the the absolute and
final right to approve invoices for materials used on jobs
involving his crew. The testimony of Culligan and McCauley

McLoughlin stated that the Construction Representative
is to "approve or disapprove the progress payments for work
performed in the field." This particular duty is not listed



the essential component field inspection is listed. The Posi-
tion Description notes the inspection duties of a Construction
Representative as follows:

Union Exhibit 5 states:
"Performs inspections which are closely con-
trolled by procedures, but has the latitude
of scheduling inspections commensurate with
applicant/contractor deadlines."

Fitter has the authority to accept or reject a contractor's
work after inspecting it.

The Company document entitled "Standard Practice" (Un•.
Ex. 3) reads, in part, as follows:

"The Inspector will reject all work that does
not meet PGandE Standards or Specific~tions.
Such rejections must be promptly reported to
the immediate Supervisor and to the Marketing
Representative if no immediate commitment is
made by the contractor or customer to correct
it.

"* * * It is important that no other Company
Representative be involved in the inspection,
approval, 9r rejection process without the
Inspector's knowledge. Any communications
to developers, contractors or customers involv-
ing inspection, approval or rejection by other
Company Representatives should be reviewed with
the Inspector prior to such communication." (Un.
Br ., pp. 11-12)

Marketing Representative and to other Supervisors. This is
also true as to bargaining unit Inspectors.



McLoughlin testified that a Construction Representative
has "some authority to make changes" in the Contract. Be fur-

sentative in this regard is limited, never to exceed $2,000
on even the biggest jobs, and on smaller jobs as little as
several hundred dollars.

Union witness Hughes testified that as an Inspector he,

'"The Inspector may approve minor deviations from
Construction Drawings if the cost, operation,'
maintenance, safety, appearance and the life
expectancy of the system are not appreciablyaffecte~." .'
witness McCauley testified that a Light Crew Foreman may

make modifications on the job. His testimony was as follows:
"A. Every job that I get the standard is if

I overrun the job by 10 percent or underrun by 10
percent I have to write a story as to why that
happened.

nO. Do you have the authority to go over 10
percent and then explain it later?
"A. Yes, if it becomes disastrous, though, I
have 'to get somebody else involved in it. (Tr.
109)



·McLoughlin testified that th~ Construction Representative
also has the responsibility "to document the contractor's per-
formance and to fill out a ••• performance evaluation form":
that the Construction Representative is asked to rate a con-

,
McLoughlin further testified that "there is informal

feedback received" from bargaining unit Inspectors with
respect to contractors (Tr. 57), and that the bargaining
un~it Light Crew Foreman has to rate p1umb~ng contractors
on a daily basis (Tr. 111)."

The authority of a Construction Representative to shut
down a job is set forth in the Inspection Manual (Co. Ex. 9)

"The Construction Representative may stop the
work but only with the provisions of Article 10
of the Medium Form General Conditions (or Article
20 of the Long Form General Conditions) and only
as the last resort if the Contractor refuses to
abide with provisions governing the work. This
provision should only be employed with full con-
currence and knowledge of the PGandE Contract
Negotiator. It is recommended that the written
notification to the Contractor that he is failing
to comply with Contract be authorized by the
PGandE Contract Negotiator." (Un. Br., p.15)



McLoughlin t~stified that the Construction Representative
has "the authority to shut down the job ••• if he encountered

shut down the job if a contractor is working in the proximity
of Company property and appears to be endangering Company
propertY1 that he may tell a contractor .to stop work if there
is a gross departure from PGandE specifications.

Witness Culligan testified that as an Inspector his

"If the job wasn't being built as you felt it
should be built or if a problem came up in the
field that may cause somebody danger or injury,
I would· shut it down." (Tr. 91)

This was also testif~ed to by Inspector Schonneman.
The evidence indicates that a bargaining unit SUbfor"eman

in an electric crew, or a Light Crew Foreman in a gas crew

tract was not performing his work up to PGandE standards.
Materials:
The Gonstruction Representative includes in his duties

the obligation to arrange for the delivery of PGandE materials



[Company] specifications."
Union witness Hughes, a bargaining unit Inspector, testi-

fied that ~he Inspector is responsible for aUditing job-sited
materials and, if they are vendor-supplied, checking them "to
make sure they come to the construction standards of PG&E."
(Tr. 80)~ that the same authority is vested in bargaining unit
Subforemen and Light Crew Foreman.

Qualification and Certifiication of Contractor Employees:
McLoughlin testified that the Construction Representative

has the responsibility of "qualifying and.the certification of
the contractor and the contractor's employees at the job
site." The Union point. out that the Inspection Manual limits

dence of certification and qualification of personnel engaged
in welding plastic pipe fusion."

The record establish~that bargaining unit Employees test
and certify other bargaining unit Employees in plastic fusion
after undergoing a two-day training session. It was pointed



~ .and that Light Ciew Foremen have similar authority with
respect to the use of Helpers.

The Union points out that "certification of plastic fus-
ion is performed by bargaining unit employees, leaving only

McLoughlin testified that "the wor~ procedures and work
practices that were followed by the contractor need to be
documented ••• and it needs to be documented by the Construc-
tion Representative that it was done according to·code and

CUlligan testified that his record-keeping as an Inspector was
no different than when he was acting as a.Construction Repre-

"The Construction Representative is responsible
for the preparation of as-built drawings that
describe the location, footages, and dimensions



of the installed facilities." (Co. Ex. 9, p.7,
Sec. 1.7.2.1.)

The Company Engineering Standard No. 99 provides similarly:'
"It shall be the responsibility of Inspector to
maintain a detailed list of material installed
and an as-built set of drawings, including field
changes, to adequately describe and locate facil-
itiesfor record purposes and to be included as
list of material on sketch used in deed of con-
veyance to be executed by developer." (On. Ex. 7,
paragraph 6)

,must coordinate "with Pacific Telephone, with cable TV com-

Bargaining unit Inspectors, electric Subforemen, and gas
Light Crew Foremen routinely coordinate in~tallation directly
with representatives of other utilities.

tors, electric Subforemen, and gas Light Crew Foremen inter-
pret specifications and explain PG&E procedures to contrac-
tors. A Company witness in a San Jose case (On. Ex. 8)
estimated that the interpretation of specifications consti-
tuted 85 percent of a Construction Representative's job1 that
such work is routinely performed by bargaining unit Employees.



·Job Scheduling:
It was testified that another responsibility of the Con-

struction Representative is that of "updating our job schedu-
ling program ••• [which is] a way of reporting the job status
to other departments in the Company." Company Exhibit 9, the

Schonneman testified that as an Inspector he attended
formal job scheduling meetings. Hughes testified that while
he does not attend actual job scheduling meetings as an
Inspector, i~formation which he provides the Company is used

Awarding Contract:
The Company, in its Opening Brief, claims that the Con-

reject the bid of a particular contractor." The Company
Standard Practice specifies that "the Manager shall award the
Contract to the Contractor." McLoughlin testified that while

Construction Representative Culligan testified that all
he did was to "put together a standardized type form package



which included the job that was going out for bid as well as
any drawings that I felt would pertain to that job." (Tr. 97).

Presence on the Job Site and at Pre-Job Meeting:
According to Union Exhibit 5, the Construction Repre-

sentative is expected ~o attend pre-job meetings and spend
almost all of his time actually at the job site once work has

pre-job meeting was described by Construction Representative
Culligan as to "make the phone calls and schedule the meet~
ing," where other Company Representatives "could answer any
question that may arise for the contractor." Gas department
Light Crew Foremen attend pre-job meetings -and act as the
principal spokesperson for the Company at these meetings~

"Q. As an Inspector, were you on the job all
day?

"0. As the Construction Representative, were
you on the job all day?

"0. Was there any significant difference
between the amount of time you spent on the job
as Inspector as opposed to a Construction Repre-
sentative?



Light Crew Foreman McCauley testified that he is on the job
supervising contractors digging joint trenches all day.

Representative has a great many responsibilities and duties
~hat were performed by bargaining unit Employees.

18-838-83-91 (Coast Valley Division) under "Facts of the Case"
includes the following agreed-to fact:

"Additionally, the line construction supervisor
did the required administrative work associated
with th~ contract project. It was agreed, how-
ever, that the inspection work performed was that
·which would normally be completed by a bargaining
unit employee (inspector)."

The "Facts of the Case" further sets forth that on November 1,

work for the contracted job was almost entirely that which
would normally be performed by a bargaining unit inspector."

Section 7.2 provides:
"Supervisors ••• shall not perform work usually
assigned to employees in IBEW 1245 bargaining
unit classifications except: .



n(c)(3) Incidental assistance and de minimis
assignments."

tion consists of unit work.
The Company, of course, may have a Construction Repre-

sentative position, but not at the expense of unit work. Even

.work to the Construction Representative is far more than a

unit work to Construction Representatives. Such assignments
shall cease immediately.



, ., .

2. The Union and Company shall meet immediately to agree

assigned to Construction Representatives.
3. This Board retains jurisdiction over any question or

dispute that may arise out of the implementation of the above

~)C~Chairman

Dated: January 31, 1985
San Francisco, California


